
 

Official programme teachers 
Active Citizenship and Environmental Awareness  

Through Formal and Non-formal Education 
14/3 

Monday 
9:30  
 

11:00  
13:15-15:30 
 

Welcome Assembly in Hall with students and teachers from NA 
and EE and the pupils from English 7 course. Room 342. 
Tour of the School & Observations of Lessons guided by Henrik.  
Depart for Visit to SCA. 
Guided tour of SCA (Swedish Forest product company and 
sustainable production of paper pulp). The Vice President of 
Communication, Mr. Björn Lyngfelt will present the importance 
of sustainable production of paper pulp and paper and the 
impact of an unsustainable society on the environment. The 
guests will then be given a guided tour around the plant and get 
a chance to see the whole process of producing paper that is 
from making pulp from wood to paper ready for transport. 

15/3 
Tuesday 

9:00-11:30 
 
13:30-15:30 
15:45-19:00 
 

Gap-Minder workshop/Speed-dating on environmental 
project by NA. Room 277.  
Guided tour around the city. 
Information on a sustainable and low energy consuming 
adventure swimming pool by Peter Johansson, Sundsvalls 
county council.  Peter will talk about the sustainable and low 
energy consumption of the pool. He will inform about the 
importance of a shower before jumping into the pool, the 
energy consumption of pool’s cleaning system can be reduced if 
chemicals from people are washed off before entering the pool.  

16/3 
Wednesday 

9:00-12:00 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
12:00-16:00 

Human Rights by Pia Fjällmo. Konferensrum 1. The teachers will 
have a discussion on HR-topics and how it can be implemented 
into the mandatory school curriculum. Topics such as 
democracy, equality are of utmost importance in a Swedish 
school and the guest teachers get the chance to listen to Ebba 
Nystrand-Eriksson (English teacher) on how we, in Sundsvall 
gymnasium, work with democracy and equality in our class 
rooms. 
Visit to Bergeforsen, Hydro power plant, where Mr. Kaj Englund 
(from Vattenfall AB) will talk about the importance of Green 
energy. Later a guided tour around the Hydro-power plant. The 
northern part of Sweden is dependent on the Hydro-power 
plant for its electrical energy.  



17/3 
Thursday 

9:00-10:30  
 
 
 
 
 
10:45-12:00 
 
12:00-15:30 
 
 

Local projects and local problems connected with sustainable 
development by Mr. Mathias Sundin from the Sundsvall 
County. One such project is the project “Green Highway”. (See 
www.greenhighway.se/ and 
www.greenhighway.nu/ettan/greenhighwaymap2011/ for 
more information) and the Biofuel project. Room 558. 
Discussion/presentation of formal and nonformal activity in 
integration with the curriculum. Room 558. 
Depart for Sidsjö for an afternoon out in the Swedish nature. 
Naturskola KOMUT: try out the snow-shoes /ride sledges or 
even ski downhill or cross- country / ice fishing / making camp-
fire twists/ cooking hot-dog / hot chocolate on a camp-fire out 
in the Swedish nature.  

18/3 
Friday 

8:30-9:45 
 
 
 
10:00 
 
 
 
 
13:00-14:00  

The country co-ordinators meeting with Simona, the head co-
ordinator to discuss the forthcoming 
Learning/Teaching/Training activity in Romania and also to 
discuss the progress of the project. Room 531. 
Visit to “The cube”. Speech by Joao Pinheiro, Sundsvall county 
council department of Education. The Cube, a symbol for 
human rights, will be inaugurate, where the thoughts and 
expressions of the students on human rights activities and the 
mass immigration of Syrian refugees will be exhibited. 
Observations of formal and non-formal teaching. 

 

http://www.greenhighway.se/
http://www.greenhighway.nu/ettan/greenhighwaymap2011/

